Please wait for final version.... :)

Metapang is
‘MetaPang’, which is scheduled to be released by Coco Games, is a casual
shooting game that anyone can enjoy. Whether it's a 2D shooter where you
dodge a spaceship attack, or an FPS game where you fight with weapons in
each hand, all shooting games follow one formula. In a shooting game, whether
an enemy or a gamer gets hit, they die. The thrill of not knowing when the
enemy will take your life and the clear gameplay are the reasons for the
steady popularity of shooting games. In addition, what if you enjoy an exhilarating shooting game and immediately pay tradable coins the more missions
you clear? Metapang is a factor influencing popularity.

Ready to Play
Download the apk file by clicking the buttons that appear when accessing the metapang website.

Our game is optimized for mobile. It is planned to be developed for additional PCs in the future.
Nox installation is required to play the game on PC.
https://www.bignox.com/

Ready to Play

Send BNB by copying your own wallet address.
(for gas bill)

If there is BIP, in-game PancakeSwap
Prepare for BNB by proceeding with SWAP.

Change your GEM to BIP.

You can change BIP to GEM .
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However, please note that if you lose your password,
you cannot retrieve or change your password.
(due to security policy)
If you forget your password,
you can play the game, but you cannot transfer coins.

When you click the Withdraw button,
a password setting notification window appears.
If you do not want to set a password, click the 'x' button.
Otherwise, set a password with 4 numbers.

Ready to Play
Wait !
Potions can be
purchased with GEM.

Attack enemies can be via main weapon
The main weapon is classified into a total of 6 levels,
and the first level is the highest.
The higher the level, the better the performance
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Buy guns with BIP. The higher the rating, the better the performance.
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Ready to Play
There are three characters, Scarlet, Ella, and Rush.
The characters are able to organize a party,
the battle will proceed only when the party is organized.

Click the C
ollection bu
tton
to see the
items you
own.

The party consists of a total of three characters.
All three characters have their own skill,
only the one who became the leader can use his/her skill.

Now select the main character to perform the mission.
(It is important to plan well)

Equip a weapon for each character in your storage.
(The character marked with ‘R’ is the leader)

Let's Play
Normal stage
Normal size's enemy

Store stage

Elite stage

Players can gain
auxiliary weapons

(the amount of the gem is increased)

Big size’s enemy

If you look at the map, it is divided into three zones.

One zone has 10 stages, so there are 30 stages in total.
All 10 stages must be completed, then players can move on to the next zone.

Campsite stage
Characters can recover
their strength by 50%

The higher the level, the greater the number of enemy to deal with.
There are four section at one stage, which are normal, Elite, Campsite, and Store.
An auxiliary weapon bought at the store can be mounted only for a week.
(The gun of level 5,6 are recommended)

Plan your strategy on the map and choose which route to take.

Let's Play
Wait ! MAP tip !!
It’s good to complete as many stages as possible, because there’s a big difference
in the amount of gems can be earned by each stages.
More higher level’s gun can earn more gems.
The point of gaining more gems is that players choose the needed section on the map and complete stages.
It is important to mix well multiple levels of gun, so that can complete all three stages.
Because there’s a big difference in the amount of gems can be earned by each stages.
Buying Portion is helpful to complete the stages, but too frequently using may reduce the amount of mining gems.

Let's Play
When you click the AUTO button, the game
starts automatically.There are more opportunities3
to eat GEM during Auto games.

The OFF button is a function that allows you to eat potions manually,
and it is a function that automatically eats potions when turned ON.
(It is advantageous to set it to on for auto games.)

When everything is decided, let's go to carry out the mission !

Let's Play
Explosion

Explodes when touching the characters.

Charge

Follows the characters to the end.

Expansion

Also interferes with the characters’ path and becomes larger and larger.

Interruption
Interferes with the characters' path.

Enemies are divided into 4 main types, and when they touch an enemy, a certain amount of HP of the character is reduced.

Let's Play

If there is no energy, a ‘Caution’ sign is displayed.

The total acquired GEM is displayed.

Back to the beginning.

Thank u :)

